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Unit 1: “Rights and Responsibilities of 
Youth”



Definition: 
Things that you are allowed to do because of nature or because of law.

Rights 

LISA, Why because of nature
and because of law? I DON’T
UNDERSTAND, D’OH!

OH GOD, DAD! OK, I WILL       
EXPLAIN IT TO YOU. 

PAY ATTENTION!



“Because of Nature”
A long time ago a man named John Locke said 

that every human pursues three things: 

life (survival), 

liberty (freedom), 

and 

property (owning things to help us survive). 

Mr. Locke called these NATURAL RIGHTS.

DAD, YOU, MY MOM, MY BROTHER, 
SISTER AND ME WERE BORN WITH 

ALL THESE RIGHTS!



“Because of Law”

Just as all people have natural rights, there  

are also rights that are created by the       

laws. 

For example, Congress can pass a law that  

gives people new rights! 

DAD, DID YOU UNDERSTAND 
MY EXPLANATION?



ARE YOU SURE?

YES, BUT I’M GOING TO          
CONTINUE STUDYING.

EHHH, YES! BECAUSE IT’S IMPORTANT 
TO KNOW MY RIGHTS!!



Types of Rights

Human Rights : supposed to apply to every person on the planet
(ex. A right to life, a right to education).
Political or Civil Rights: freedom of speech, freedom to vote
and freedom from discrimination.
Legal or Social Rights: Human, moral political and civil
rights that have become a law in the country.

So dad, YOU 
HAVE TO        

RESPECT MY    
RIGHTS! OK?



Yes lisa, I will respect all  
of your rights!

But you know, can you 
Explain to me what is a 

responsibility?

Again dad? I was reading 
but I will explain it to you



Definition:
The expectation that you will take care of certain things or perform duties.

Responsibilities

OK, I WILL MEMORIZE THIS 
DEFINITION NOW.

BUT DAD, REMEMBER 
THAT ALL WE HAVE 

DIFFERENT 
RESPONSIBILITIES!



Types of Responsibilities

Social Responsibilities: Stay informed, 

tolerate others, protect public safety.

Personal Responsibilities: Study, obey law, 

etc.

Dad, we have these 
responsibilities, ok?



Finally, I could 
understand everything! 

Yahoo!!

Now, it’s time for you to 
work with guide n°2!



Grammar Content 
Reported Speech Questions



Reporting questions is very similar to reporting statements 
We change references to people, places and times as well… but there are some differences

.

Tom asked,“What is she doing?”

Tom asked what she was doing.

Direct question

reported question

DON’T FORGET! Reported questions are like statements, so we DO NOT NEED 
the question mark (?).



Types of
sentences

Yes/ No

Questions

Wh-questions



Types of reported speech questions

❖ Yes / No Questions 

▪ Are all the Questions that start with an auxiliary verb (“DO” / “DOES” /  
“AM” / “IS” /  “ARE”)

▪ Modal verb → “CAN”
▪ When we report these questions, 
we link the two parts with  IF or WHETHER
Example: 

➢Direct Question: He asked her, “Do you want more cake?”
➢Reported Question: He asked her if she wanted more cake



Tom asked,“Does she study?”

Tom asked if she studied. 

Instead of an auxiliary verb (“DO” / “DOES” /  “AM” / “IS” /  “ARE”), in reported 
question we now use “if” or “whether”.

Direct question

reported question
From present to past



Types of reported speech questions
❖ Wh- Questions 

▪ Questions that start with a question word, such as, “WHAT”, “WHEN”, 
“WHERE”, “WHY”, “HOW”, etc.

▪ The two parts are linked with the question word used in Direct 
Questions.

Example: 
➢ Direct Question: She asked, “Where are they going?”
➢ Reported Question: She asked where they were going.



Tom asked,“Where do they come from?”

Tom asked (me) where they came from.

Reported questions are like positive statements, so we DO NOT NEED
any auxiliary verb (“DO” / “DOES” /  “AM” / “IS” /  “ARE”) , they disappear in 

the reported question.
In this case “do” is present so we change the main verb (“come”)  into the 

Past Simple.

reported question

Direct question



Verb Tenses Changes

DIRECT QUESTION REPORTED QUESTION

PRESENT SIMPLE
(DO / DOES + VERB)

PAST SIMPLE
(VERB IN THE PAST)

PRESENT CONTINUOUS
(AM/IS/ARE + -ING)

PAST CONTINUOUS
(WAS/WERE + -ING)

CAN COULD

I MUST 

REMEMBE

R THIS!



Pronoun Changes I MUST RE
MEMBER 

THIS!

, I



Adverb Changes



For more explanations watch this video

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6EHIrEwpaag

Pay attention that we DON’T work with the PAST SIMPLE as in the first 
sentence in the video, but this is very helpful for you especially sentences 

2, 3 and 4.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6EHIrEwpaag


See you soon (        )
and please ,

take care !!!


